
Real-Time Localization
Xetal kinsei can detect 4 or more people (or other heat 
sources), and track up to 4 in real time and with a spatial 
accuracy of 30cm, making real time behavioural analysis 
a reality.

XETAL

Xetal Kinsei is an innovative temperature monitoring technology that allows 
to detect in real time people and other unique heat sources, and provide 
their position in space with an accuracy down to 30 cm. The technology can 
be used in security, building management, care and people detection and 
monitoring. Xetal Kinsei is not only reliable, but also a�ordable and highly 
customisable. 

XETAL KINSEI
about XETAL

Founded in 2013 by experts in 
distributed sensor networks, 
Xetal technology is being 
applied in professional and 
residential security, senior 
living, hospital patient moni-
toring and transportation.
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Activity Maps
Xetal kinsei can be used to monitor activity over time of 
any heat sources be it people watching TV or temperature 
in an industrial environment.

Real-Time Thermal maps
Xetal kinsei can provide detailed and real time thermal 

maps with resolution below 1C (irradiated temperature) 
for spatial resolution of 20cmx20cm or less
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Minimum number of 
sensors
Types of sensors

Sensor temperature 
operating range (C)
Sensor resolution 
(surface temperature)
Sensor FOV

System temperature 
range (C)
System radiated tem-
perature resolution
Number of people 
detected
Number of people 
tracked
System person tracking 
resolution
Detection fastest interval

Maximum monitored 
area
Computing engine

Interfaces

Available API

Power requirements

2

Wireless (868Mhz, 915Mhz + IR) or Wired (custom connector)

-20 to 70

0.1

9 x 40

0 to 65

0.5 to 1.0 (depending on distance from the sensors)

4 or more

up to 4

down to 30cm

110 ms

8m x 8m (depending on use cases 10m x 10m)

Custom board based on a MT7688AN with LEDE (OpenWRT) OS

USB/OTG, WiFi and Ethernet (on request)

ModBus, JSON, Native (C/C++, Python), raw TCP
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